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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORlIY 
CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401 

400 Chestnut Street Tower II

Decemer 6, <983 3 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C-olisilon 
Region n 
Attu: *t. Jams P. O'Reilly, Regional Adaministrator 
1P1 IMrietta Street, NV, Suite 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

A1f:0

Dear Mr. 0'Reilly: 

VARTTS BAR NUCLEAB PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 - NBC-OIE REGION II INSPECTION REPOpr 
50-390/83-1, 50-391/83-30 - RESPCSE TO VIOLATION 

The subject inspection report cited TVA with a Severity L. wel IV Violation 
(390/83-41-01, 391/83-30-01) in eccordance with 10 CFR 2.201. Enclosed is 
our response to the subject violation.  

NRC-OI Inspector Paul Predrickson was notified or November 21, 1983 
concerning a new submittal date on the subject inspection report.  

If you have any questions, please get in touch vith h. H. Shell at PTS 
358-2688 .  

To the best of y knowledge, I declare the statements contained here!n are 
coaplete and true.  

Very truly yours, 

TEIWSEE VALLEt AUTHORITY 

a o )1

Enclosure 
Go (Enclosure): 

Mr. Richard C. DeToung, Director 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
O.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comiasslon 
Washington, D.C. 20555

L, M. Hills, Manager 
t. lear Licensing

Records Center 
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 
11*0 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 

401050452 831221 
0~ 
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ENCLOSuRE

WATTS BAR NUCLD'n PLAN? WIlTS 1 AND 2 
EEC-OIE rCION 0T "i SPeLSTION REPORT 

50-390/83-41 AND 50-391/83-30 
HESPOM TJ VIOLfýlgo 

Severity Level IV Violation 390/83->1-01. 391/83-30-01 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, ab implemented by Watts Bar FSUR Section 
1T.1A.5 requires in part that activities affecting quality shall be 
accomplished in accordance w%.th these instructions, procedures, and drawings.  
Drawing 109 213-2, procedure VDUP-QCP-2.01, and speciflcaticn G-9, require 
one density test for each ?,000 cubic yards of earthfill placed and that the 
correct proctor curve be used to verify that the correct density ard moisture 
content are used during earthfill operations for the Underground Barriers for 
Potential Soil Liquefaction.  

Contrary to these requirements, the following incorrect sampling frequencies, 
proctor curve selections, and testing were nade during earthflll operations 
for the underground barrier for Potential Soil Liquefaction: 

1. Records indicate that insufficient density tests were made on July 21 and 
30 and August 3, 20, 22 and 24, 1983.  

2. Density test go. 1226, which was nade on July 25, 1983, in a non-Category 
I earthfill area with material from borrow area 2C was used as a test 
representing earthfill from borrow area 9 placed in the Category I Trench 
A Barrier.  

3. Density test go. 1233, nade on July 28, 1983, indicates that proctor 
curve lIb from the Trench A borrow area wis used to verify the correct 
density and moisture content of the earthrlil. Test data from '-h-3 
included one point proctor test indicates that proctor curve Ill from the 
Trench A borrow area should have been used to verify the correct density 
and moisture content of the f1ll. Discussions with QC inspectors 
indicate that proctor curve MI. from the miscellaneous borrow area was 
the actual curve used to verity the correct density and moisture content 
of the earthflll.  

4. Density test go. 1247, mnde on August 4, 1983, in earthfill placed in the 
water treatment sump, was used to represent earthfill placed ir the 
Trench A barrier on August 5, 1983.  

5. Density test No. 1258, nude on August 11, 1q83, indicates that proctor 
curve V froam borrw area 2C was used to verify the correct density and 
moisture content of the Trench A fill. Included or.e poirt proctor test 
data indicates proctor curve IV froam borrow area 2C should have been used 
to verify the correct density and moisture content of tho Trench A fill.



Admission or Degfil of the Alleged V'olatimn 

TWA admits to Items 2 through 5 of the violation an stated.  

3egardl ,g item I of the violation, * v'sh to provide the followin.; 
clarification of present proceral re'riremenms Rnd additional information 
apparently not fubrnished the WRC inspector at the time of inspection. Site 
procedure UBDP-QC--2.01, 'har,.AfIl Placew-nt, Inspection, and Documentation' 
(section 6.5.1.1), requ!res that 0one sample is taken for each 2,000 cubic 
yards of fill placer throughout the course of work.' General Construction 
Specification G-9, "Roiled Earthfill for Dam and Power Plants* (section 
11.2), requires that "smples shall be takin fro. just below the top layer of 
compacted fill as soon as practicable after that layer is compacted.* There 
is no requirensnt in either of these documents that density samples be taken 
the sae day that earthfill is placed. Due to the large area of earthfill 
placed, interferences such as weather, and the Construction Specification G-9 
requirement that the test be taken from the lift beneath the surface lift, 
the test to represent a particular 2,000 cubic yard fill may be taken many days after that f1ll Is placed.  

Based cc the above cLarification, Division of Construction (CONST) site Civil 
Quality Control Urit (CQC) personnel felt that sufficient tests had been 
taken for earthfill placed on dates noted by the NBC inspector, with the 
exception of July 21, 1983. CQC inspectors felt that tests on the 4. ',9 
cubic yards (loose volume) of earthfill placed July 21, 1981, would not be 
meaningful due to the shallow depth of earthfill placed cver the large 
subbase area. Nonconforance report (ICR) 513' was initiated by CQC on 
October 7, 1983, to document the apparent failure to comply with sample 
frequency in accordance with WBXP-QCP-2.01 on July 21, 1383. MC3 5131 was 
forwarded to TVAts Division of Engineering Design (FN DES) for disposition.  

The site-recomended disposition was to Ouse as is," and it was requeved 
that EN DES determine whether the requirement that a sample be taken for each 2,000 cubic yar-is of earthfill placed is based on compacted or loose volume.  

The El DES final disposition was "use as is' and stated that the test 
frequency used for the fill material placed is adequate and that test 
frequency should be based on the in-place volume of material rather th~n loose volume. Based on a compacted volume of approximtely 1,000 to 1,200 
cubic yards, the disposition also stated that the one test taken on earthfill 
placed on July 21, 1983, was appropriate to meet intended specification 
requirements. Based on this information, which was unavailable at the time.  of the NRC inspection, TVA denies example 1 of the violation. In order lo prevent further confusion in this area, and in accordance with the EN DES 
disposition of NCR 5131. WBWP-QC=-2.01 will be revised to clarify that a compaction sample be taken for each 2,000 cubic yards of earthfill placed, 
based on compacted volume.  

Reasons for the Violation 

Incorrect proctor curves were used on rdensity tests 1233 and 125% because the inspector mdsread the family of curves on the moisture content/drm density 
graph after test elata was compiled.



SDensity testa 1226 and 1247 from non-QA borrow areas were inadertently used 
to represent earthflll placed in the t-tnch A barrier because the inspector 
failed to verify the source of these saamples, assumaing that they had came 
from trench A, as had the bulk of samples being processed at the time.  

Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved 

Documaentation has been corrcted to show correct proctor curves and usage of 
density tests from appropriate areas of the trench A soil liquefaction 
barrtier in accordance with WBNP-QCP-2.01.  

Corrective Steps Taken to Avoid Further Violations 

To prevent further docuamentation discrepancies, all CQC inspectors in the 
soils program were given additional training in the provisions of WBNP-QCP
2.01 and General Construction Specification G-9 on lovember 4, 1983.  

Date When Full Compliance Will be Achieved 

Procedure VBWIP-QCP-2.01 will be revised by February 1, 1984.


